$10,000 – EAGLE SPONSOR
- Logo on All Tee Markers
- Banner at Registration and Banquet
- Logo Branded on Tournament Giveaway
- Recognition in Program
- Two Foursomes
- Logo on Day of Material
- Logo on Foundation Website

$5,000 – BIRDIE SPONSOR LEVELS
SHIRT SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo Branded on Golf Shirts for All Golfers
- Logo on Day of Material
- Recognition in Program
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Foundation Website

PHOTOGRAPHY SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo Branded on Keepsake Foursome Photo Frame for All Golfers
- Logo on Day of Material
- Recognition in Program
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Foundation Website

TOWEL SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo Branded on Golf Towels for All Golfers
- Logo on Day of Material
- Recognition in Program
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Foundation Website

$4,000 – PAR SPONSOR LEVEL
PUTTING CONTEST SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo Recognition on Signage at the Driving Range and
  Putting Contest Prior to the Start of Golf
- Logo on Day of Material
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Foundation Website

LUNCH SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo on All Lunches Provided By Here & There An Anywhere Grill Food Truck
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

$2,500 – BOGEY SPONSOR LEVELS –
CAR HOLE SPONSOR (TWO AVAILABLE)
- Car and Signage Placed on Hole in One Holes
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Car Dealership Must Provide Hole in One insurance
  - Logo on Foundation Website

DRINK CART SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo Recognition on Beverage Carts
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

RIDING CART SPONSOR (TWO AVAILABLE)
- Logo on One Side of Riding Carts
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

GOLF BALL SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo on Golfballs – One Sleeve Per Golfer
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

19TH HOLE SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo on Napkins at the Clubhouse
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

GOODIE BAG SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Your Logo’d Bags Will Be Used for All Golfer Goodie Bags
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website

WATER BOTTLE SPONSOR (ONE AVAILABLE)
- Logo on Water Bottles
  - One Foursome
  - Logo on Day of Material
  - Logo on Foundation Website
$1,500 - VIP FOURSOME
- Logo on Day of Material
- VIP Flag on Carts
- Logo on Foundation Website
- Four Player Fees

$1,000 HOLE SPONSOR
- Logo Recognition on One Hole Sign
- Logo on Day of Material
- Logo on Foundation Website
- One Player Fee

$1,000 BUSINESS PRESENCE HOLE SPONSOR (SIX AVAILABLE)
- Business Presence at One Hole to Include Food or Drink Sampling From Said Business, Coffee or Cigars
- Logo on Day of Material
- Logo on Foundation Website
- One Player Fee

*Day of Receipt Totals will be Applied to Sponsorship Cost

CUSTOM SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE
All sponsorships with a foursome included can be upgraded to VIP for an additional $500.

425.640.1982 | susie.beresford@edcc.edu

Edmonds Community College Foundation